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INTRODUCTION

5
Alternative Splicing (AS) and Alternative Polyadenylation (APA) are among the most fascinating and challenging 6 aspects of eukaryotic transcriptomes. AS and APA are considered major mechanisms to generate transcriptome 7 complexity and thus expand proteome diversity of higher organisms [1] [2] [3] . These post-transcriptional mechanisms have 8 been reported to play critical roles in differentiation [4] [5] [6] [7] , speciation 3,8 and multiple human diseases such as cancer 9-11 , 9 diabetes 12, 13 or neurological disorders [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and therefore play a fundamental role in the establishment of organismal 10 complexity 3, 19, 20 . The genome-wide analysis of AS has been done primarily using first exon microarrays and more
11
recently short-read RNA-seq. These two methods are effective for the identification of AS events such as exon
12
skipping or intron retention and have established the involvement of AS in many biological processes. However,
13
both technologies have serious limitations for the reconstruction of the actual expressed transcripts, as short reads
14
break the continuity of the transcript sequences and fail to resolve assembly ambiguities at complex loci 21, 22 . This
15
impairs any studies that would catalogue specific transcriptomes, investigate cis-acting mechanisms within
16
transcripts, infer open reading frames or understand functional aspects of isoform diversity.
17
There has been increasing interest in the application of single-molecule sequencing to obtain full-length transcripts
18
in animals and plants as long reads eliminate the need for short-read assembly and allow direct isoform sequencing.
19
Currently there exists three different long read transcriptome sequencing platforms; PacBio 22-24 , Moleculo 25 and
20
Nanopore 26 Here, we have used the popular PacBio Iso-Seq protocol, which consists of full-length cDNA 
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13
believe that such analysis is important as a great variety of FL and nonFL RoIs typically map at each genome locus
14
and different processing pipelines can result in significantly different final transcript calls. As an example,
15
sequencing the mouse neural transcriptome with PacBio, we obtained ~ 90,000, 13,000 and 16,000 different 16 transcripts when applying Tapis, IDP or the ToFU pipelines, respectively. Implementing a comprehensive, quality 17 aware analysis of PacBio reads is fundamental at a time when long read transcriptome sequencing is becoming more 18 popular and important conclusions on transcriptome diversity will be drawn from these data.
19
In this work, we present SQANTI (Structural and Quality Annotation of Novel Transcript Isoforms), a pipeline for 20 the analysis of long-read transcriptomics data that defines up to 47 different descriptors of transcript and junction
21
properties, creates a wide range of summary graphs to aid in the interpretation of the sequencing output and 22 implements a machine learning algorithm to remove artifact transcripts based on these descriptors. We apply
23
SQANTI to the analysis of the mouse neural transcriptome and illustrate its usefulness for characterizing transcript 24 types. The robustness of the method is demonstrated by application to several long-read pre-processing pipelines
25
and datasets, and by extensive validation by RT-PCR. The SQANTI analysis confirms the expression of many 26 novel transcripts but also reveals that an important fraction of long-read transcript sequences is presumably 27 alignment or retrotranscription artifacts that can be removed using SQANTI tools. We provide insights into the 28 biological relevance of these new transcripts by describing the biological processes they belong to, characterizing 29 their CDS and UTR diversity, and showing their relevance to accurate transcriptome quantification. Our work
30
confirms the potential of long-read sequencing for precise characterization of the transcriptome complexity provided 31 appropriate preprocessing steps are applied.
32
RESULTS
33
Experimental design and transcriptome sequencing
34
Full-length cDNA from Neural Progenitor Cells (NPCs) and Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cells (OPCs), two 35 biological replicates each, was obtained and split to prepare Illumina and PacBio sequencing libraries ( Figure 1A ).
36
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5
by the ToFU clustering approach, as reported 30 . However, small indels (average size ~ 1.2 nts) were still detected in 6 56.2% of the transcripts. These small indels did not affect the overall long read mappability as long reads with and 7 without indels had no significant differences in the GMAP quality of mapping parameter and occurred with no 8 particular sequence context bias (Supplementary Figure 1A) , which is in agreement with the random profile of
9
PacBio sequencing errors 35, 36 We first attempted to correct indels with matching Illumina short reads using 10 Proovreads 37 and LSC 29 . Although the number of transcripts with at least one indel decreased to 16%, this was still 11 unsatisfactory for ORF prediction. Instead, transcripts were corrected using the reference genome sequence (Figure
12
1A). By virtue of this strategy, all indels were removed and we obtained the corrected PacBio transcriptome. RNA isolated from Neural Progenitor Cells (NPCs) and Oligodendrocyte Precursor Cells (OPCs) was retrotranscribed separately into cDNA, and sequenced both by long-read PacBio and short-read Illumina technologies. All PacBio RoIs were joined and processed by the ToFU pipeline to obtain consensus transcripts. Residual (indel) errors were eliminated by comparison to the . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/118083 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Mar. 18, 2017; reference genome to generate a corrected transcriptome and false transcripts were removed using SQANTI filter to result in a curated transcriptome. Illumina short reads were mapped against the RefSeq murine transcriptome annotation, the corrected and the curated PacBio transcriptomes. B) SQANTI workflow. Two main functions are part of SQANTI. sqanti_qc.py uses as input files a fasta file with transcript sequences, the reference genome in fasta format, a gtf annotation file and optionally Full-Length and short-read expression files. The function returns a reference-corrected transcriptome, transcript-level and junction-level files with structural and quality descriptors and a QC graphical report. sqanti_filter.py takes the reference-corrected transcriptome and 
Match (ISM, Figure 1C ). Monoexonic transcripts matching a monoexonic reference were included in the FSM 13 category whereas those matching a multiexonic reference were placed in the ISM group ( Figure 1C) . Furthermore,
14
SQANTI classifies novel transcripts of known genes into two categories: Novel in catalog (NIC) and Novel not in 15 catalog (NNC, Figure 1C 
21
of an annotated intron ( Figure 1C ). In addition, "Genic genomic" category encompasses transcripts with partial exon
22
and intron/intergenic overlap in a known gene ( Figure 1C Figure 1B) .
3
An important advantage of full-length transcript sequencing is that the prediction of ORFs, 5'UTR and 3'UTRs is 4 greatly facilitated. SQANTI implements the GeneMarkS-T 13 and 2F, t-test p < 2.2 x 10 -16 for both comparisons), which shows that novel transcripts have generally lower 10 expression levels than those already identified in reference databases. shows an important level of novelty (~ 40%) with respect to the reference mouse transcriptome both because of 5 novel splicing events and of 3'/5' end length variation. Transcript diversity is more important than the presence of 6 novel genes, which represents only a small fraction of the expressed mRNAs. However, novel transcripts tend to be 7 less expressed than annotated transcripts indicating that, generally, less novelty is to be expected for major 8 transcripts. 
18
In our mouse neural data, the ratio of canonical versus non-canonical splicing events fitted the expected genome 
36
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(E. Tseng, personal communication), which accounts for a higher probability of errors at these areas. 
27
Altogether, the SQANTI framework analyses suggests that a fraction of the novel transcripts found by ToFU Importantly, 9 of these non-validated NNC transcripts were amplified by oligo(dT) PCR but lost when random 10 hexamers and higher temperatures were used ( Figure 4A3 ), suggesting the occurrence of possible retrotranscription 11 artifacts. Table 1 
25
We hypothesized that the set of SQANTI descriptors should be informative of transcript confidence and could be 26 used to define a composite filter to efficiently remove artifact transcripts, and decided to train a machine learning
27
(ML) classifier based on these features. To obtain a generally applicable filter we trained our classifier with a "best 28 
6
This result indicates that our classifier built on SQANTI descriptors faithfully captures differences between our 7 ground truth set of positive and negative transcripts, which can be efficiently applied to discriminate true transcripts 8 from artifacts within the set of long-read defined novel sequences. Figure 4C shows the performance comparison for 9 the RT-PCR data of the SQANTI classifier against two previous approaches used to remove artifacts, namely the Figure 4E ). The transcript category where our 31 filter has the strongest impact is NNC that went from 14% to 2%, while FSM increased consequently from 49% to 32 66% in the curated transcriptome ( Figure 4E ). In our final dataset 9,626 transcripts (80.4%) are in the known 33 categories, 2,344 (19.6%) are novel transcripts of which 207 (1.7%) fall within novel genes. These transcripts were 34 the product of 7,167 genes and resulted in 9,269 different ORFs.
35
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15
To assess the general utility of SQANTI, we applied our approach to alternative analysis pipelines and datasets. We Figure 5A-B) . IDP, which relies heavily on a high quality reference annotation and 1 on short reads correction, returned a total of 13,525 transcripts, the great majority belonging to the FSM category 2 (96%). Only 509 transcripts were novel in this approach (358 NIC, 158 NNC), yet they still showed significant 3 enrichments in RT switching and no short read coverage in a junction (Supplementary Figure 5A) . Interestingly,
4
IDP fails to return any of the sixteen novel transcripts validated by PCR, suggesting that this method is highly 5 restrictive for novel isoform calling. On the contrary TAPIS, that as ToFU works without short-read data, returned a 6 significantly larger set of transcripts (91,428) with an overwhelming majority of them belonging to the NNC class 7 (66%), which were strongly enriched in bad quality features (Supplementary Figure 5B) .
8
We next evaluated our analysis pipeline in additional datasets, namely the maize ear 32 and the human MCF-7 cells 45 , 
17
Interestingly, although we observed an overall agreement in top ranked classification features (i.e. the top three
18
variables were shared among datasets), we also found some noticeable differences (Supplementary Figure 4) . For
19
example, the number of FL reads was not a highly ranked feature for the maize ear data, probably due to the lower 20 sequencing depth of this dataset, and was absent in for the MCF-7 dataset, as the value was not available. Still, in
21
both cases high classification performance was achieved. We conclude that our SQANTI filtering approach based in 22 the composite utilization of quality descriptors is a robust but versatile approach for effectively removing artifacts in 23 long read transcriptome datasets that can be applied to a wide range of organisms.
24
Altogether, this section shows that the SQANTI quality control framework is a very useful tool to reveal the Figure 5A ) suggesting that unannotated isoform diversity impacts both fundamental energy 35 utilization and specific neural biology pathways relevant to our cell type, both key processes for neural
36
. TTSs. This result suggests that in our system, multi-isoform expression mostly resulted in a change in the predicted 8 protein and to a lesser extent in the alternative processing of UTRs. However, alternative ORFs rarely were 9 expressed as more than one transcript, suggesting further transcriptional regulation of these alternative forms might 10 not be required to modulate their functionality.
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Peptide support of novel and alternative transcripts
12
As most of the novel transcripts were predicted to have ORFs that contained novel amino acid stretches when Figure 6A) . Conversely, most PI-ORFs were predicted to contain 6 or more 25 discriminating peptides and this was true for only 7% of Alt-ORFs and 9.8% of Novel-ORFs. This higher rate of 26 unique peptides in PI-ORFs was expected as the mouse genome contains a significant number of genes in which 27 alternative isoforms have only partial sequences and the APPRIS PI is often the longest ORF in a gene.
28
Consequently, proteins deemed as PI are expected to be easier to detect by protein digestion approaches than 29 alternative isoforms.
30
We then screened public databases for the presence of unique peptides associated to our set of ORFs. 
36
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11
To understand if expression levels were playing a role, we evaluated the number of studies (PSM counts) supporting
12
each ORF to find that on average Alt-and Novel-ORFs had 5-6 supporting studies (median=2) per detected unique
13
peptide, while this number was nearly 10 for PI-ORFs (median=4.5), which is in agreement with the notion that PI-
14
ORFs are ubiquitously expressed across tissues 49 . Interestingly, we found that PI-ORFs detected by unique peptides 15 in less than 5 proteomics studies had a significantly lower expression in our system than those found in more than 10 
20
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Same MET means both PacBio-T and RefSeq select the same MET, Different MET means RefSeq selects a MET that is not 8 manually curated and PacBio-T selects a MET that is manually curated.
9
Finally, we evaluated the types of protein differences between alternative and principal isoforms for which peptide 10 support was conclusive (minimum of 2 PSM counts per ORF, n=59 Alt-ORFs and n=14 Novel-ORFs), and 11 compared them to the composition of our predicted transcriptomes. While our set of curated transcripts predicted 12 that most alternative and novel ORFs distributed between N-terminal truncations, microexons (indels/substitutions 13 up to 9 amino-acids, aas) and major changes (indels/substitutions of more than 9 aas with or without N-Ter/C-Ter 14 truncations), the proteogenomics analysis failed to reveal most of these N-terminal differences and mostly found the 
16
Spcs2, we found that for these 470 genes the differences in the length at the 3' end between the MET selected at
17
PacBio-T quantification and their matched RefSeq transcripts were significantly higher than in genes where both 18 quantifications selected equivalent METs ( Figure 5E3 ). Moreover, these differences were also observed for
19
transcripts codifying for the PI-ORF of the genes, indicating that the extensive variability in the 3' ends that is not 20 annotated in a global reference such as RefSeq is not restricted to secondary/alternative transcripts. These results
21
demonstrate the relevance of using a full-length reference transcriptome updated with novel expressed transcripts for 
36
. splicing 28 or by developing models to estimate the likelihood of a certain splicing event 30 . In our case, we performed
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12
an extensive PCR validation of transcripts belonging to different known and novel types. Surprisingly, we found a 13 significant number of transcripts, both with canonical and non-canonical junctions, that did have complete junction
14
support by Illumina and were amplified by RT-PCR of the sequenced cDNA library, but failed to be validated when
15
PCR conditions were adjusted to avoid secondary RNA structures. We concluded that these might be cases of 16 retrotranscription artifacts, which would have escaped a filtering solely based on short-read support. This result may
17
suggest that a revision of library preparation protocols is needed, which goes beyond the scope of this study. As an 18 alternative, we were able to combine our set of SQANTI descriptors with a machine learning strategy to build a
19
filter that discards poor quality transcripts with better performance than the methods indicated above. The SQANTI
20
filter is data-adaptive and can we showed that it can be successfully applied to other long read transcriptomics 21 datasets. Note that SQANTI is designed to leverage genome annotation data to characterize and filter the long read
22
transcriptome. In case no genome is available or the assembly is low quality, reference-guided correction of 23 transcript sequences will be compromised and hence accurate translation into ORFs. If, additionally, the gene 24 content annotation is poor this will impact SQANTI transcript classification, that will be enriched in novel isoforms
25
and genes. In these conditions it might be difficult to define robust FSM positive and NNC-NC negative training sets 
28
sufficient to obtain comparable performance to that in Figure 4B (not shown), indicating that the SQANTI filter can 29 be used confidently even when reduced training sets are available. Furthermore, the SQANTI set of quality 30 descriptors will be extremely useful in these cases, as they will provide a comprehensive characterization of the 31 quality of the transcript calls in situations where little additional data is available.
32
Novel insights in transcriptome complexity from single molecule full-length transcriptome sequencing
33
The fundamental advantage of single molecule long reads technologies over short reads is their direct detection of 34 full-length isoform diversity and of novel transcripts. The availability of a curated full-length transcriptome dataset 35 of our mouse neural tissue allowed us to explore these aspects confidentially. We found that genes with novel
36
. 2017; transcripts are enriched in metabolic processes and specific neural functions related to neurogenesis and 1 oligodendroglial lineage. This is remarkable because both the narrow control of metabolic programming and the 2 expression of genes involved in cell identity are key players of differentiation courses 56 , and the finding that most 3 novel transcripts concentrate in these categories suggests that an important untapped transcript/regulatory diversity 4 present here could be revealed by long read sequencing technologies. We find interesting to note that most of the 
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Finally, we investigated whether the transcriptome diversity found by long read sequencing was mirrored by
22
proteogenomics data. We concluded that the low expression and identifiability by single peptides of Alt and Novel
23
ORFs hampered their detection by proteomics. Detection of alternative protein isoforms has proved to be difficult,
24
and while some authors claim that limited detection in proteomics databases indicates low translational and stability
25
rates 58, 59 , other studies identify a significant proportion of alternative exons associated to ribosomes as evidence of 26 active translation 60, 61 . While it is not the scope of this work to resolve these issues, we turned our attention to the 27 analysis of protein differences for those cases of confident peptide detection. Interestingly, we found that the 
21
Transcriptome generation and quantification
22
Sequenced PacBio subreads were pooled together and ToFU software was used to obtain non-redundant transcripts.
23
Default parameters were set to obtain Read of Insert (RoI), Full-length classification of RoIs and ICE (Iterative
24
Clustering for Error Correction) steps. Quiver option was turned on to improve consensus accuracy of previously 25 generated ICE clusters by using non Full Length read information. Generated HQ polished isoforms (>99 % 26 accuracy after polishing) were collapsed to eliminate isoform redundancy (5' different was not considered when 27 collapsing isoforms). This set of 5' merged non-redundant isoforms was defined as ToFU transcriptome. TAPIS was 29 module that maps high quality short-reads to Iso-Seq long reads using Bowtie2 (version 2.3.2). The 6 parameters were set to default but for the aligner (GMAP, see command line in Supplementary Methods) and the 7 minimum isoform fraction value to accept a predicted transcript which was set to 5%. Transcript quantification 8 using short-reads was obtained using STAR as mapper and RSEM as quantification algorithm (parameters available 
25
depending of predicted product size. PCR amplification was monitored on 1.5 % agarose gel.
26
RT switching prediction
27
SQANTI contains an algorithm that implements the RT switching (RTS) conditions described in Cocquet et al 40 .
28
Namely an exon skipping pattern due to a retrotranscription gap caused by secondary structures in expressed 
35
FSM transcripts with the highest mean expression in each gene are assumed to serve as templates for RTS and are
36
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1
ORF prediction and functional annotation 2
The GMST algorithm 13 was applied to predict ORFs in PacBio transcripts, setting parameters to only consider the 3 direct strand of the cDNA and AUGs as the initial codon. As GeneMarkS-T allows prediction in incomplete 4 transcripts lack of coverage in the 5' end caused some truncated ORF starting in codons different from Methionine.
5
In these instances the ORF was shortened by the N-Terminus until the first in frame Methionine was found. GMST Table   28 1). SQANTI transcript descriptors that relate to reference transcripts, structural category classification and canonical 29 junction status were excluded as either they are irrelevant to the classification or they were used to define the 30 positive and negative transcript sets. Variables with near zero variance or a correlation higher than 0.9 in the labeled 31 sets are removed. The labeled set was divided into a training set (80%) and a test set (20%) and algorithms were run 32 using down-sampling to equilibrate positive and negative sets and 10 times 10 cross validation. 
35
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23
SQANTI is available at https://bitbucket.org/ConesaLab/sqanti.
24
Analysis of Peptide Support
25
We performed an in silico analysis of the peptide support of the predicted ORFs of our neural transcriptome when 26 compared to public proteomics databases. A non-redundant database composed of predicted ORFs from our murine
27
transcriptome experiments and all the murine ORFs annotated in Ensembl (v80) was created. These ORFs were 28 subjected in silico tryptic digestion (Proteogest, complete digestion 
30
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